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Software defects include bugs in the source code, 
coding standard violations and potential vulnerabilities. 
Mistakes can have long term effects on a company’s 
operations, �nances and reputation. The best 
developers employ static analysis alongside unit 
testing, function testing, system testing, and 
acceptance testing to ensure clean and compliant code 
– minimizing problems when the program goes online.

E�cient software is the foundation of modern 
business. Ensuring the highest quality and most 
secure source code is mission critical. Cost, and 
coding e�ciencies are two of the most important 
measurements of a software development’s 
success. Productivity tools that save time and 
money is not a good-to-have. It’s a must-have.

It supports the development team by identifying 
vulnerabilities and highlighting risk levels. Knowing 
which risks are the most urgent allows the team to 
prioritize defect correction. Addressing ‘false 
positives’ take up a tremendous amount of time 
and energy. Keeping false positives to a minimum 
is essential for improving the e�ciency of testing 
in the SDLC. This way, developers can focus on 
identifying and mitigating true vulnerabilities.

Static Analysis is a process whereby code is 
analyzed when the program is not running, i.e. when 
it is ‘static’. In essence, it turns code into data and 
analyses that data. This process can be applied at 
multiple stages during the Software Development 
Life Cycle (SDLC) - after the coding, before the 
testing stages, during major project checkpoints 
and more. Static Analysis is an important 
component of quality assurance and the formal 
code review.

Static Analysis works best when it is integrated 
into the development process.

It supports the development team by identifying 
vulnerabilities and highlighting risk levels. Knowing 
which risks are the most urgent allows the team to 
prioritize defect correction. 

On average, there are about 
1-25 errors per 1000 lines of 
code for delivered software.

WHAT IS STATIC ANAYSIS?

–  S T E V E  M C C O N N E L L ,  
 C O D E  C O M P L E T E  2 ”
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USE STATIC ANALYSIS TO: 
> Find coding errors
> Apply compliance standards
> Discover vulnerabilities

STATIC ANALYSISSTATIC ANALYSIS

STATIC ANALYSIS
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WHAT IF YOU’RE ALREADY USING A
STATIC CODE ANALYSIS TOOL? 
Xcalscan delivers bene�ts beyond many other 
existing tools by analyzing code in the state it 
would be at, deeper in the compiler process.

• Examines code beyond pattern analysis

• Delves further into complex business logic at 

the Intermediate Representation (IR) level of the 

compiler process

• Understands programming logic rather than

just looking for design patterns

• Greater level of accuracy with fewer false positives

• Faster scan times

• Requires less server resource

• Reduces complexity with an intuitive interface

• Provides for cross �le and cross language analysis

XCALSCAN 
DETECTS CRITICAL 
VULNERABILITIES: 

XCALSCAN ALGORITHM
USES ADVANCED PROGRAM 
ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES FOR:

THE SOLUTION:
Our highly accurate, e�cient and intuitive scanning 
tool is easy to use. Xcalscan enhances productivity by 
implementing itself into the software development 
process. It analyses source code to identify defects 
that can potentially cause memory corruption, core 
dumps, buffer over�ows, illegal operations, null 
pointers and more. 

Methods include data �ow analysis, control �ow 
analysis, context sensitive analysis, object sensitive 
analysis, cross procedure analysis and cross �le 
analysis. At the same time, it minimizes the number 
of false positives to ensure e�ciencies in debugging. 
Xcalscan’s interface simpli�es the bug detection 
process and automates working processes. The 
result? Lower development costs. 

Xcalscan analysis should be a mandatory step when 
writing code. Quality assurance team members or 
security auditors can perform their required code 
reviews and allocate responsibilities within the team 
for action to be taken. Xcalscan works for industries – 
present and future – where quality, compliance, and 
security are of the utmost importance.

xca l s can

Data Flow Analysis

Control Flow Analysis

Context Sensitive Analysis

Object Sensitive Analysis

Cross Language Analysis

Cross File Analysis

Accurate Analysis based on 
Target Environment

Null Pointer Dereference

Use After Free

Double Free

Buffer Over�ow

Resource Leaks

Use of Uninitialized Variable

Use of Dangling Resource

& many others listed in CWE, 
SANS, SEI CERT C/C++/Java, OWASP



ONE ANALYSIS TOOL, MANY BENEFITS
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Code defect removal is expensive and time consuming.
Fewer defects equal shorter development schedules and higher development productivity.
Bene�ts of Xcalscan include:

Xcalscan was designed by Program Analysis and Compiler Optimization Scientists with 
decades of experience, and a holistic understanding of the software development process. 
We help your business stay ahead and stay competitive.

Xcalscan gives you a
greater level of accuracy 

with fewer false positives

Xcalscan’s precision defect 
detection works across 
procedures, �les and

control �ow

Xcalscan delivers rich and 
precise defect reports 

with highly accurate 
classi�cations

Xcalscan has compliance with 
a high number of CERT rules 
compared with many other 
static code analysis tools

Xcalscan improves your 
productivity with a faster 

analysis time

Xcalscan locates deep-rooted 
defects with IR analysis and 

next generation compiler 
technology

Xcalscan analyses much 
more complex programming 

logic than other static 
analysis tools

Identi�es vulnerabilities 
outlined in the 

OWASP top ten list

Trace path data displays 
all �les and lines affected 

by each defect
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Manage and analyse 
multiple projects 

simultaneously

Identify threat 
levels of
individual defects

Drill down into the 
source code to see 
defect details with 
trace path information

xca l s canINTUITIVE USER INTERFACE
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CALLING ALL: 

…The real bene�t to me is to be 
able to know the trace path of coding 
errors that Xcalscan provides giving me 
the bigger picture and saving time in 
defect correction…
–  C H I E F  T E C H N O L O G Y  O F F I C E R ,

I O T  S E R V I C E S  I N D U S T R Y

Supports C, 
C++ and Java

Detects major vulnerabilities 
listed in  SEI CERT C/ C++ 

coding standards 

Prioritizes 
critical threats from 

high to medium and low

Fast scans that clearly 
identi�es source code 

vulnerabilities

Provides clear project
 and defect-level data in an 

intuitive, user-friendly interface

Deploys 
on-premise within

the enterprise �rewall

QA OFFICERSDEVELOPERS EXECUTIVESSECURITY
AUDITORS

xca l s can

Quality, compliance, and security demand frequent veri�cation of code and better e�ciencies in 
the software development lifecycle. Save your business time and money. Bring your product to 
market faster. The power is in your hands.
 

If you would like a demonstration,
contact us at info@xcalibyte.com
or visit xcalibyte.com


